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Abstrat
We study the robustness of the quintessene traking senario in the ontext of more general
osmologial models that derive from high-energy physis. We onsider the eets of inlusion
of multiple salar elds, orretions to the Hubble expansion law (suh as those that arise in
brane osmologial models), and potentials that deay with expansion of the Universe. We nd
that in a suessful traking quintessene model the average equation of state must remain nearly
onstant. Overall, the onditions for suessful traking beome more omplex in these more general
settings. Traking an beome more fragile in presene of multiple salar elds, and more stable
when temperature dependent potentials are present. Interestingly though, most of the ases where
traking is disrupted are those in whih the osmologial model is itself non-viable due to other
onstraints. In this sense traking remains robust in models that are osmologially viable.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reent measurements of the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) anisotropy power
spetrum by the MAT [1℄, BOOMERANG [2℄ and MAXIMA [3℄ experiments suggest the
Universe is nearly spatially at, with a total density, Ωtot0, very lose to unity. At the
same time, there is ample evidene from observations, inluding CMB power spetrum [1℄,
galaxy lustering statistis [4℄, peuliar veloities [5℄ and the baryon mass fration in lusters
of galaxies [6, 7℄ that the density of the lumped (ie: baryoni and dark) matter in the
Universe is substantially lower, being of the order of 30% of the ritial value (Ωmatter0 ∼
0.3). Additionally the evidene from the spetral and photometri observations of Type Ia
Supernovae [8℄ seem to suggest that the Universe is undergoing aelerated expansion at the
present epoh (see e.g. [8℄ and referenes therein).
One way of explaining this seemingly diverse set of observations is to postulate that a
substantial proportion of the energy density of the Universe is in the form of a dark ompo-
nent that makes up the dierene between the ritial and matter energy densities, whih is
smooth on osmologial sales and whih possesses a negative pressure. Various alternatives
have been put forward as andidates for this dark omponent. One suh andidate is a
osmologial onstant. This hoie, however, involves an undesirable ne tuning problem,
in that the ratio of the osmologial onstant and the matter energy densities in the early
universe need to be set to an innitesimal value to ensure their near-oinidene at the
present epoh.
An alternative - and arguably more attrative - andidate is quintessene. Though little is
known about the atual omposition of quintessene, it has been shown that, should it exist,
quintessene an in general be modeled as a salar eld rolling in a potential [9℄, an approah
we adopt here. Additionally, it has been shown that some salar eld quintessene models
have the appealing property of possessing attrator-type solutions for whih the quintessene
energy density losely traks the energy density of the rest of the universe through most of its
history [10, 11℄. The presene of suh attrator-type solutions implies that their asymptoti
behavior is largely independent of initial onditions. This allows the quintessene energy in
the early universe to be omparable to that of the rest of the universe, thus providing the
possibility of removing the ne-tuning problem that exists with the osmologial onstant.
Ultimately, any suessful osmologial model must be based on a theory of high energy
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physis, suh as the string theory, M-theory or supergravity. These models are muh more
omplex than is generally allowed for in usual studies of traking. For traking quintessene
to be truly free from ne-tuning problems, the traking phenomena must be robust in the
more ompliated and omplete osmologial settings that derive from suh high energy
physis theories. Suh senarios typially inlude many salar elds (some of whih may not
have potentials suitable for traking), a Hubble law dierent from that of the Friedmann-
Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) model at high energies and salar eld eetive po-
tentials that depend expliitly on the sale fator (or equivalently, temperature). Traking
would be of limited use as a solution to the ne-tuning problem if it was destroyed by the
inlusion of suh eets.
The aim of this paper is to study the robustness of traking in a more omplete framework,
by onsidering the eets of the three types of generalizations mentioned above. Though
these additions make the resulting osmologial model more omplex, it is important to
onsider their eets beause in a realisti osmology motivated by high-energy physis they
are likely to be present, and beause their inlusion leads to qualitatively new eets as well
as new onstraints.
The struture of the paper is as follows. In setion II we begin with the equations of
motion for n salar elds, with possible sale-fator dependent potentials as well as a non-
FLRW expansion rate, and derive the orresponding xed points. In setion III we disuss
how the traking attrator-type solutions an be understood as a shadowing of instantaneous
xed points. Setion IV ontains our analysis of the stability of this shadowing and the
independene of the attrators from the initial onditions. Finally setion V ontains our
onlusions.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND FIXED POINTS
In a general osmologial senario inspired by high-energy physis, one expets the pres-
ene of a number of additional ingredients, among them: multiple salar elds, generalized
Hubble expansion laws and potentials that deay with expansion. Multiple salar elds (φi,
i = 1, . . . , n) arise naturally in theories of high energy physis. Generalized Hubble expan-
sion laws (with Hgen) dierent from the standard FLRW Hubble law HFLRW an arise from
orretions arising from the spei model one is onsidering. Two onrete examples being
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the modied Hubble law appearing in a braneworld senario [12, 13, 15℄, and the eet of
varying the strength of gravity. Expliit dependene of the potential on the sale fator an
ome about as an eetive potential due to the interation of φi with another eld, whih
has been `integrated out', but with an energy density that deays with expansion - thus
making the eetive potential it indues for φi also deay with expansion. Here we shall
employ potentials of the form Vi(φi) ≡ func(φi) exp (−kiN), where ki are onstants and N
is the logarithm of the sale fator. Note that ki > 0 represents an expliit sale-fator, or
equivalently, temperature, dependene in the potential Vi of the eld. This does not allow
for diret oupling between traking elds, but rather oupling between traking elds and
the eld that has been impliitly integrated out. The hoie of ki = 0 orresponds to the
usual form of a sale fator-independent traking potential.
The evolution of suh osmologial models is governed by the equations[1℄
φ¨i + 3Hgenφ˙i + Vi,φi = 0
Vi(φi) ≡ func(φi) exp (−kiN)
HFLRW ≡ dNdt =
√
κ2
3
(
ρBG +
∑
j ρj
)
d ln(ρBG)
dN
= −3 (1 + wBG) = −3 (γBG)
(1)
Where ρBG is the energy density of the bakground whih has a onstant equation of state
γBG = 1 + wBG, ρj is the energy density of the eld φj and a dot denotes dierentiation
with respet to physial time.
To study the possibility of traking in suh systems, we start by assuming Hgen = HFLRW
and in order to make ontat with previous work [14℄, we introdue the following hange of
variables
xi ≡ sign(φ˙i)
√
KEi√
ρtot
= φ˙i√
2ρtot
yi ≡
√
PEi√
ρtot
=
√
Vi(φi)√
ρtot
.
(2)
The evolution equations then beome
dxi
dN
= −3xi +
√
3
2
λiy
2
i +
3
2
xi
[∑
j
((
1− kj
6
)
2x2j +
kj
3
(
x2j + y
2
j
))
+ γBG
(
1−∑j (x2j + y2j))]
dyi
dN
= −ki
2
yi −
√
3
2
λixiyi +
3
2
yi
[∑
j
((
1− kj
6
)
2x2j +
kj
3
(
x2j + y
2
j
))
+ γBG
(
1−∑j (x2j + y2j))]
d ln(ρBG)
dN
= −3 (γBG)
(3)
where λi ≡ − 1κ d lnVidφi and κ2 = 8πGN .
The generalization to the ase of Hgen 6= HFLRW an be made in the following way. The
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instantaneous eet of Hgen on the evolution of the (xi, yi) variables an be inluded through
a resaling whih involves replaing λi in Eq. (3) with
λ˜i ≡ λiHFLRW
Hgen
. (4)
However, this transformation does not enompass the eet of the modied expansion rate
on the evolution of λi. Thus suh an eet an qualitatively alter the nature of the attrator
solution (see for example [15℄). We shall return to this ase in setion III.
In the following we shall also use the physially transparent set of variables Ωφi and γ̂φi,
in terms of whih the above evolution equations beome
1
Ωφi
dΩφi
dN
= −3γ̂φi + 3
(
γBG
(
1−∑j Ωφj)+∑j Ωφj γ̂φj) = −3 (γ̂φi − γ)
dγ̂φi
dN
= 3
(
γ̂φi − ki3
)
(2− γ̂φi) [ri − 1] ; ri ≡ |λi|
√
Ωφi
3
(
γ̂φi− ki3
)(
1− ki
6
) (5)
where γ̂φi is dened as
γ̂φi ≡
(
1− ki
6
)
γφi +
ki
3
(6)
and the equation of state for the eld φi is dened as
γφi ≡ 2x
2
i
x2i + y
2
i
. (7)
We also nd it useful to dene the weighted average of the equation of state γ, whih is the
rate of deay of the total energy density of the universe, in the form
γ =
∑
j
Ωφj γ̂φj + γBG
1−∑
j
Ωφj
 . (8)
We start by briey disussing the speial ase of models with xed λi (i.e. Γi ≡ ViVi,φi,φiV 2
i,φi
=
1). In that ase, the above system of equations beomes an autonomous system with a
set of true xed points, whih are obtained by solving the equations
dxi
dN
= dyi
dN
= 0 or
dΩφi
dN
=
dγ̂φi
dN
= 0, ∀ i. We have alulated these xed points for the systems (3) and (5)
and the results are summarized in Tables I and II. Inluded are the existene onditions
as well as the required ranges of the λi and ki. These are the generalizations of the xed
points given by [14℄, to the ase of models with n salar elds and generalized temperature
dependent potentials (with ki 6= 0). Note that in the single eld ase, in the ki = 0 limit,
points A through E orrespond to the xed points found in [14℄, while xed points F and
G are new.
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ForΩφj 6= 0 all the xed points satisfy γ̂φj = γ, whih implies (γ − γBG)
(
1−∑j Ωφj) = 0.
As an be seen from Tables I and II, the xed points that are most interesting for osmologial
model building fall into two groups: A and B. These exist for ki 6= 6 and λi 6= 0 and an be
represented by
xi =
√
3
2
γ− ki
3
λi
yi =
√
3
2
√
(2−γ)
(
γ− ki
3
)
λi
(9)
or (
1− ki
6
) (
γ̂φi − ki3
)
= 1
3
Ωφiλ
2
i , γ̂φi = γ (10)
whih are only valid for γ > ki
3
. Note that the eetive equation of state is γ̂φi = γ, whih
is independent of the value of ki. Interestingly, the atual equation of state γφi will derease
as ki inreases so as to maintain γ̂φi = γ:
γφi =
2x2i
x2i + y
2
i
= 2
γ − ki
3
2− ki
3
(11)
For all points other than types A and B, the equation of state of the eld is xed to be
either 2 or ki
3
, whih must be the same as the average equation of state γ (and the equation
of state of the bakground γBG if ΩBG > 0). Thus, from the point of view of the other elds,
whih see only the expansion rate, one an always absorb the elds at points other than A
and B by a redenition of the bakground Ω˜BG = ΩBG+
∑
j∈{fixed γ}Ωφj , and relabeling the
B point by A if Ω˜BG > 0. No generality is lost beause this redenition of the bakground
has no eet on the expansion rate, and it is only through the expansion rate that one eld
an aet another. In the following disussion we shall drop the tilde in Ω˜BG, and by ΩBG
we shall mean the total bakground Ω plus the ontributions from φi at xed points other
than A and B. Thus in the light of above disussion, we shall only onentrate on the xed
points of type A and B and onsider the following two possible senarios:
1. Ω˜BG > 0: In this ase eah eld φi is at the xed point of type A. The average
equation of state is the same as the bakground (γ = γBG) and the the elds an trak
the bakground energy density, making this point the most relevant for quintessene.
The Ωφi are in this ase given by Eq. (10) to be
Ωφi =
3
(
γBG − ki3
) (
1− ki
6
)
λ2i
. (12)
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For this arrangement to exist as a xed point one requires
Ω
(A)
φ =
∑
i
3
(
1− ki
6
) (
γBG − ki3
)
λ2i
< 1 (13)
Note that modestly larger values of the ki make point B less likely and point A more
likely (beause it is harder for the elds, for a given set of λi, to ome to dominate the
total energy density). Thus the presene of ki > 0 generally makes traking (point A)
more robust.
2. Ω˜BG = 0: In this ase eah eld φi is at the xed point of type B and we have
Ωφi = 3
(
1− ki
6
) (
γ − ki
3
)
λ2i
(14)
Now summing over i, one nds
3γ
µ2
− 6σ = 1 (15)
where σ and µ are given by
1
µ2
≡∑
i
(
1− ki
6
)
λ2i
, σ ≡∑
i
ki
6
(
1− ki
6
)
λ2i
. (16)
Note that µ is analogous to λ in the single-eld ase with ki = 0. One an make an
analogy with parallel resistors in eletrostatis, whereby the smallest λ2i dominates µ
2
.
In the ase of ki = 0, the results of previous work onerning assisted-ination [16℄
are reovered. Note also that beause ki ≤ 6, µ−2 ≥ σ ≥ 0. However, the ensemble of
xed points does not exist for this entire range of values: they only exist if γ ∈ [0, 2]
and Ωφj ∈ [0, 1]. One has γ = µ2 1+6σ3 ≤ 2, whih, in turn, xes all of the Ωφj . This
arrangement does not exist as a xed point for
6
µ2
− 6σ < 1 or ki
µ2
− 6σ > 1
It turns out that point A is more interesting for traking quintessene models than B,
as the latter is generally ruled out by a number of observational onstraints, suh as Big
bang nuleosynthesis (BBN) and struture formation [7, 17℄. However, point B has been
studied in senarios where the domination of the salar elds is desirable, suh as in the
ase of assisted ination [16℄. Point A exists for γ = γBG, while point B is only stable for
γ < γBG (reall we are onsidering xed λi (Γi = 1); the situation hanges signiantly when
λi varies, as will be shown in the next setion). We also note that points A and B both
require
ki
3
< γ, ∀i. Of ourse if ki
3
≥ γ for some φi, that eld beomes unstable but will
generally have its orresponding Ωφi → 0, thus making it harmless as a soure of instability.
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Table I: Points available for ΩBG > 0:
ith point xi yi Ωφi γ̂φi = γ =
A
√
3
2
γBG− ki3
λi
√
3
(
γBG− ki3
)
(2−γBG)
2λ2
i
√
3
(
γBG− ki3
)
(2−γBG)
2λ2
i
γBG
C 0 0 0 n/a
D,E xi =
√
Ωφi 6= 0 0 Any∈ (0, 1] 2
F 0 yi =
√
Ωφi 6= 0 Any∈ (0, 1] = ki3 = γBG
G Any 6= 0 Any 6= 0 Any∈ (0, 1] 2
ith point reqλi reqki exist ond.
A 6= 0 6= 6 ∑j Ωφj < 1
C - - -
D,E - - γ = 2⇒
1) ∀j Ωφj (γ̂φj − 2) = 0
2) γBG = 2
F 0 = 3γBG
∑
j Ωφj < 1 and γBG = γ
G 0 6 γ = 2⇒
1) ∀j Ωφj (γ̂φj − 2) = 0
2) γBG = 2
III. TRACKING BY SHADOWING AN INSTANTANEOUS FIXED POINT
In this setion we study the possibility of traking in presene of variable λi. Before doing
this for the more general system (5), we begin by introduing the notion of traking in the
ontext of the simpler ase of single salar eld models and briey disuss how traking
might solve the ne-tuning problem, as was shown in [10, 11, 14℄.
A. Traking in models with onstant λi
Consider the ase with one salar eld, φ, and with the usual form of the potential given
by k = 0 and γ̂φi = γφ. Assuming λ to be a onstant, the xed points beome `true' xed
points, given by
(ΩφA, γφA) =
(
3γBG
λ2
, γBG
)
, λ2 > 3γBG
(ΩφB, γφB) =
(
1, λ
2
3
)
, λ2 < 3γBG.
(17)
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Table II: Points available for ΩBG = 0:
ith point xi yi Ωφi γ̂φi = γ =
B
√
3
2
γ−
ki
3
λi
√
3
(
γ−
ki
3
)
(2−γ)
2λ2
i
3
(
γ−
ki
3
)(
1−
ki
6
)
λ2
i
1+
∑
j
3
λ2
j
(
1−
kj
6
)
kj
3∑
j
3
λ2
j
(
1−
kj
6
)
C 0 0 0 n/a
D,E xi =
√
Ωφi 6= 0 0 Any∈ (0, 1] 2
F 0 yi =
√
Ωφi 6= 0 = 1−
∑
j 6=i Ωφj =
ki
3
G Any 6= 0 Any 6= 0 Any∈ (0, 1] 2
ith point reqλi reqki exist ond.
B 6= 0 6= 6
ki
µ2
− 6σ ≤ 1 ∀i
6
µ2
− 6σ ≥ 1
C - - -
D,E - - γ = 2⇒ ∀j Ωφj (γ̂φj − 2) = 0
F 0 - Ωφi = 1−
∑
j 6=i Ωφj > 0
G 0 6 γ = 2⇒ ∀j Ωφj (γ̂φj − 2) = 0
For large enough λ, the system will be attrated to point A, and sine asymptotially
γφ = γBG, this oers a plausible solution to the ne-tuning problem. However, with a
onstant λ, Ωφ is also onstant, whih implies that one an not have a signiant ontribution
from quintessene to the present energy density (Ωφ ∼ 0.7) and at the same time satisfy
the nuleosynthesis or struture formation bounds [7, 17℄ (Ωφ <∼ 0.15). To make the model
ompatible with observations, a variable λ is required whih has dereased from a large value
in the early universe to order of a few today. Making λ variable, however, means that the
xed points are no longer true xed points, and the question beomes what determines the
asymptoti dynamis of the system. An interesting (and useful) feature of the evolution
Eqs. (3) and (5) is that they only involve the value of λ and not its derivatives. As a
result, the rate of hange of the phase spae vetor (Ωφ, γφ) at a given instant is the same
as its orresponding value in the onstant λ ase, with the same value of λ. In this sense
one may talk about xed points at a given time, or instantaneous xed points that would
instantaneously at as attrators (or repelers) for the typial trajetories of the system. One
ould then imagine that there exist dynamial settings with slow enough hanges in λ suh
9
that the trajetories shadow or trak a moving instantaneous xed point (A or B in this
ase). This is essentially the traking senario, whih an in priniple allow the quintessene
energy density to follow the energy density of the rest of the universe through most of
its history, and also eliminate dependene on initial onditions. The issue then beomes
under what onditions does traking behavior our. It turns out that further onditions
are required for the traking solutions to exist and be stable. In the ase of one salar eld
with Ωφ ≪ 1, it has been shown that there exist lass of potentials for whih traking takes
plae provided the orresponding Γ satises Γ > 1 and is nearly a onstant [11℄.
B. Traking in more general settings
In this setion we extend the above analysis of traking with a single salar eld and
onstant λ to generalized settings with variable λi's as well as
1. multiple traking elds
2. sale-dependent potentials with ki 6= 0
3. non-FLRW Hubble laws (expansion rate dierent from that of a FLRW universe)
As our interest is primarily in traking quintessene models, the emphasis in the following
disussion will be on the shadowing of attrator point A in Table I. As in the ase of models
with a single salar eld, one would expet a stable xed point to still at as an instantaneous
type attrator. When the λi's are allowed to hange slowly, the usual trajetories shadow
these points. This shadowing amounts to the eld being attrated to a surfae, dened here
by ri = 1. From the form of the equation of motion for γ̂φi, it is easy to see that ri = 1 is an
`attrator surfae' (for γ̂φi >
ki
3
, whih we shall assume), whih yields a xed value of γ̂φi. It
is interesting to note that this ri = 1 ondition is preisely equivalent to Eq. (10), although
the latter was derived as a xed point for a onstant λi ase. We therefore fous on traking
that shadows point A and maintains a onstant equation of state (though in priniple other
forms of traking may be possible) and take
r2i ≡
λ2iΩφi
3
(
γ̂φi − ki3
) (
1− ki
6
) = 1 (18)
10
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
γφ
0
0.5
1
Ωφ
γγφ
Figure 1: Shemati plot of the 'instantaneous xed point' (solid dot) and the the shadowing point
(open irle), showing their movement in the (γφ,Ωφ) plane. For dereasing λi (Γi > 1), the
instantaneous xed point evolves to larger Ωφ. The shadowing point shadows this point, riding on
the r = 1 line. It is at a smaller γφ suh that it an stay on the r = 1 line as it inreases. Eventually
λ will derease to the point where φ dominates (Ωφ ∼ 1).
whih ensures γ̂φi = const and in turn implies
Ωφi ∼= 3
λ2i
(
γ̂φi − ki
3
)(
1− ki
6
)
. (19)
For the system of Eqs. (5) to lose we also demand
d ln Ωφi
dN
≃ −2d lnλi
dN
⇒ −2d lnλi
dN
≃ 3 (γ − γ̂φi) .
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For a FLRW expansion rate, one has
dκφi
dN
≃ 3
λi
(
γ̂φi − ki
3
)
(20)
whih gives
−2d lnλi
dN
≃ −6
(
γ̂φi − ki
3
)
(1− Γi) ≃ 3 (γ − γ̂φi)
whih in turn yields an expression for γ̂φi in the form
γ̂φi − ki
3
≃ γ −
ki
3
2Γi − 1 ≃ const. (21)
Now for γ̂φi to be onstant, as is required, either both γ and Γi must be onstants, or
alternatively eah needs to be arranged in suh a way that the ratio appearing in (21) is
onstant. But in general there is no a-priori reason for the latter and we shall therefore not
onsider this possibility further. Sine γ is the weighted average of all of the γ̂φi, for traking
to our for any eld, we need either γ̂φj ≃ const ≃ γ (whih does admit the Ωφj = 1
ase) or Ωφj ≪ 1. For quintessene, the rst ase an be onsistent with the BBN bound
of Ωφ <∼ 0.15 [17℄. However, if one is onsidering traking elds in other senarios, suh as
during ination, Ωφ ∼ 1 an also be aeptable.
We have given a shemati sketh of the traking senario in Figs. 1 and 2, orresponding
to k = 0 and k > 0 respetively. In eah ase we have plotted both the instantaneous xed
point and the shadowing point depited by a solid dot and an open irle respetively. Note
that in eah ase the shadowing point falls on the r = 1 line, but at a shifted γφ, suh that
it an remain on the r = 1 line, as the system (λ) evolves. Figure 2 illustrates the two
signiant eets of having k > 0: the region γ̂φ < k/3 is exluded and the distane between
the γφ's of the instantaneous xed point and the shadowing point is narrower.
In the ase of models with a generalized expansion rate (with Hgen 6= HFLRW , as for
example in models whih inlude brane orretions or hanges in the strength of gravity),
the overall eet is to hange the amount of frition the elds feel. More preisely, as was
mentioned above, the form of the Eq. (3) implies that the attrator-type solutions exist as
before, but their properties are determined by a new eetive logarithmi slope λ˜i dened by
Eq. (4). The i−th eld will then instantaneously behave as if it had this eetive logarithmi
slope. However, the evolution of λ˜i as a funtion of N is not determined by resaling λi (N)
by Eq. (4), sine the λi evolution equation does not transform in this way. As a result, when
a orretion to the expansion rate is present, the qualitative nature of the attrator an be
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understood from the value (or range of appliable values) of λ˜i. The robustness of traking
then depends on the nature of the modied attrator of the eld φi, whih is determined by
the value of λ˜i. Of ourse by the time of nuleosynthesis, Hgen ≃ HFLRW , and the attrators
will then be unmodied until the present time.
Whether a given modiation to the expansion rate helps or harms traking depends on
the details of osmologial senario in question. For example, a larger expansion rate in the
early universe may ause an attrator to be at a smaller value of the eld today where the
slope of the potential is larger, and the eld less able to dominate the energy ontent of the
universe - or it may turn out that at a smaller eld value the slope of the potential is less
and thus the eld is more likely to beome dominant. Additionally, the transition from the
non-FLRW attrator to the FLRW attrator may be abrupt, if the eld an not shadow the
attrator during the transition, in whih ase traking an be disrupted. Thus, the eet
of modiations to the Hubble law on the robustness of traking depends on the details of
the osmologial model - but given the neessary details, the eet an be determined by
analyzing the attrators resulting from Eq. (4)
C. Traking and independene from initial onditions
In general, the attrator of eld φj is unique and independent of initial onditions. We
will show this by onstruting an equation involving φj and ρBG as the only dynamial
variables, whih does not inlude the initial onditions of any of the elds φj. One an
then imagine solving this equation to obtain φj [ρBG], or equivalently, φj [N ]. In general one
would expet this equation to possess a single, monotonially varying solution - although
speial ases where this is not the ase an undoubtedly be onstruted. The important
point is that this solution is independent of the initial onditions of the elds.
To see this, the rst step is to nd γ as a funtion of the eld values φj. Using its
denition and Eqs. (19) and (20) for eah eld, one an nd a quadrati equation for γ as
a funtion of λj , Γj , kj with j = 1, n, in the form
γ2
∑
j
Aj
− γ
1 +∑
j
Aj
(
Bj +
kj
3
)+
γBG +∑
j
AjBj
kj
3
 = 0 (22)
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Figure 2: Shemati plot showing the eet of making the eld's potential sale fator dependent
(V (φ,N) ∝ exp (−kN)). The eet of k > 0 is to set a minimum eetive equation of state (that
is, deay rate of ρφ) for the eld and to make it larger for the attrating point. Thus the shadowing
point shadows the 'instantaneous xed point' more losely and omes to dominate more slowly.
However, for k ≥ 3γ traking is impossible and the eld dies away (Ωφ → 0). In this way k an be
said to at as a 'throttle' for quintessene.
where
Aj ≡
3
(
1− kj
6
)
λ2
j
(2Γj−1)2
Bj ≡ (2Γj − 1)
(
γBG − kj3
)
+
kj
3
.
(23)
As this is a quadrati equation for γ ∈ [0, 2], there may exist 0, 1, or 2 solutions for γ. The
existene and stability of suh solutions will be dealt with in the next setion. The key point
here is that solutions are manifestly independent of initial onditions. Combining Eqs. (19)
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and (20) yields
Ωφi =
(
3
λ2i
) (
1− ki
6
) (
γ − ki
3
)
2Γi − 1 = Ωφi [φk] =
1
1 + ρBG
ρφi
. (24)
One an also write an expression for
ρφi =
V
1− 1
2
γφi
=
V
1− γ−
ki
3
2(2Γi−1)
(
1− ki
6
) = ρφi [φk] (25)
Thus one arrives at the following equation
Ωφi [φk] =
1
1 + ρBG
ρφi[φk]
(26)
This will generally be a very diult expression to solve. However, it simplies greatly when
Ωφi ≪ 1, beause the elds are only oupled to eah other through the eets eah has on the
Hubble expansion rate, and for Ωφi ≪ 1 they eetively deouple, reduing the omplexity
of the system. In prinipal, the solution (if it exists, is physial, and is stable - issues we
shall treat below) yields φi [N ] , i = 1, n, whih are independent of initial onditions. Thus
if the solution exists (i.e. is self-onsistent) and is stable, then it is independent of the initial
onditions.
The above argument depends on all of the elds being 'traking elds' - that is, Eqs. (19)
and (20) being onsistent with ri = 1 and thus γ̂φi = const. Of ourse, not all the elds in
a multi-eld model need neessarily possess a potential that is ompatible with traking, in
whih ase those elds would then not trak. In suh a ase the argument given above for
the independene from initial onditions is no longer valid. It is then impossible to make a
general predition about the existene or initial ondition-independene of attrators for the
traking elds. However, as the elds aet one another through altering the bakground
expansion rate (or altering the value and rate of hange of γ), one expets that if the Ωφi
of the non-traking elds stay small, or if they do not ause γ to vary rapidly, they will
not aet the attrator solution of the traking elds, and leave intat the above result
onerning independene from initial onditions, for the traking elds.
IV. STABILITY OF TRACKING/SHADOWING SOLUTIONS
We have shown above that the existene of instantaneous xed points for the evolution
equations (5) is mathematially onsistent. However, for these points to give rise to traking
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behavior they must also be attrators, that is, the shadowing point, determined by Eqs. (18)
and (21) must be stable to perturbations. To nd onditions for this, we shall obtain
perturbation equations by perturbing the full evolution equations around the position of
the shadowing point. From the nature of the eigenmodes of the perturbation equations the
stability properties of the shadowing point an then be dedued. However, for models with
n elds, the problem of determining the perturbation eigenmodes beomes one of nding
the eigenvalues for a 2n × 2n matrix, or solving a polynomial of order 2n. Fortunately, an
exat solution is not neessary in order to address several important issues. These inlude
the stability in the nearly deoupled limit (Ωφi ≪ 1) and the determination of when the
shadowing point will beome unstable. Sine the elds φi only aet eah other through
the expansion rate, one would expet that for small Ωφi ≪ 1 the system will behave as n
deoupled systems, whih turns out to be the ase. The stability onditions for the deoupled
elds orrespond to the generalization of those found in [14℄, with the added expliit sale
dependene of the potential or orretions to the Hubble law taken into aount. For the
oupled ase the results are also fairly intuitive: from the the shadowing onditions, one
an see that γ̂φi should be nearly onstant, and equal to a nearly onstant multiple of the
overall average equation of state γ. Thus we have a key stability ondition, namely that γ
must be nearly onstant. Now when ΩBG dominates this ondition is satised. However, if
Ωφi (Γi − 1) beome of order unity for any eld φi, even if eah γ̂φi is onstant, the proportion
of the total energy density in the eld inreases rapidly, resulting in a rapid deease in γ.
Similarly, as
∑
j Ωφj approahes unity, the ondition γ = γBG ≃ const (and thus γ̂φi ≃ const)
an no longer be maintained. As one would expet, this manifests itself as a growing mode
of the perturbations, whih amounts to an instability. This disrupts traking as
∑
j Ωφj → 1.
The important question is whether perturbations have growing modes if
∑
j Ωφj < 1? In the
next setion we nd that the answer to this question is negative, so long as γ and Γi remain
nearly onstant.
A. The perturbation equations
Assume for the moment that all elds are trakers - that is expressions (18) and (21) hold
for eah eld individually. Now to study the perturbations, take
ri − 1 = ǫi, (2Γi − 1)
(
γ̂φi − ki3
)
= −δi +
(
γ − ki
3
)
(27)
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with the perturbations ǫi, δi ≪ 1. The resulting evolution equations for these perturbations
beome
dǫi
dN
= 3
2
δi − 3ǫi
(
2 + γ 2Γi−3
2Γi−1 − 4ki3 Γi−12Γi−1
)
+∆γ
dδi
dN
= −ǫi3
(
γ − ki
3
)((
2− ki
3
)
− γ−
ki
3
2Γi−1
)
+ dγ
dN
− 2(1−δi)
2Γi−1
dΓi
dN
,
(28)
where the perturbation in γ due to the perturbation of eah eld is given by
∆γ ≡ 3
2
∑
j Ωφj
[
δj
(
γBG−
kj
3
γ− kj
3
− 2
2Γj−1
)
−ǫj2
((
γBG − kj3
)
− γ−
kj
3
2Γj−1
)]
.
(29)
This is the soure of the oupling of the perturbations. Furthermore, the rate of hange of
γ enters into the perturbation equation, whih is given by
dγ
dN
=
∑
j
Ωφj
[
(Γj − 1) 6
(
γ̂φj − kj
3
)
(γ̂φj − γBG) + d
dN
(γ̂φj − γBG)
]
+
dγBG
dN
. (30)
Note that we are not presently taking γBG to be a onstant - the reason for whih will beome
lear when we onsider the eet on stability by non-traking elds by absorbing them into
a redenition of the bakground. The ondition for the losing of the unperturbed system
of equations is that the terms in the stability equation above that are not proportional to
ǫj or δj must vanish. Thus the following terms:∑
j
Ωφj (Γj − 1) , d ln (2Γi − 1)
dκφi
,
dγ
dN
(31)
must be negligible ompared to ǫj or δj . For the i − th eld φi to have a stable ri = 1
traking attrator, one requires that
d ln(2Γi−1)
dκφi
≪ 1 for all i as well as ∑j Ωφj (Γj − 1) ≪ 1
and
dγBG
dN
≪ 1. That is, if the ǫi and δi equations without these terms are stable (have only
deaying modes, with negative real parts of eigenvalues) then the ǫi and δi will deay until
they are of the order of these 'residual' quantities. Alternatively, one an say that the ri = 1
shadowing point is shifted by a small amount of the order these terms. Thus we proeed by
assuming the terms that are not proportional to ǫj or δj are muh smaller than ǫj and δj,
and analyze the resulting stability equation with these terms removed. This results in the
following equations for ǫi and δi
dǫi
dN
= δir + ǫiai +
∑
j ǫjbj + δjdj
dδi
dN
= ǫici
(32)
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with
ak ≡ −32
(
2 + γ 2Γk−3
2Γk−1 − 4
kk
3
Γk−1
2Γk−1
)
bk ≡ −3Ωφk
(
γBG − kk3 −
γ− kk
3
2Γk−1
)
ck ≡ −3
(
γ − kk
3
) (
2− kk
3
− γ−
kk
3
2Γk−1
)
dk ≡ −32Ωφk
(
2
2Γk−1 −
γBG− kk3
γ− kk
3
)
(33)
and
∆γ =
∑
j
ǫjbj + δjdj
In general, nding the eigenmodes of the above perturbation equations is equivalent to
diagonalizing a 2n× 2n matrix, or nding the roots of a polynomial of order 2n given by
1 =
∑
k
βbk + dkck
β (β − ak)− 32ck
. (34)
Finding expliit expressions for the eigenmodes in terms of the oeients (33) is neither
feasible nor useful. Even for the simple 2-eld ase, one is faed with extremely messy
expressions for the roots of a quarti equation. One, however, does not need to solve for all
the βs expliitly. It is suient to impose the ondition that the real parts of all relevant
βs be negative. A mode is only relevant if its growth leads to the failure of traking of the
whole system. One would expet that some elds may not trak, and at the same time not
interfere with the traking of other elds if they eetively deouple, having Ωφi ≪ 1. In
that ase, these are irrelevant, or harmless instability modes. As a result, Re [β] > 0 may
not neessarily signal an instability in the entire traking system, as the elds only interat
by altering the value of γ, and with Ωφi ≪ 1 the failure of φi to trak would not eet
traking by the other elds.
A possible way of studying the stability of the traking is to reast the perturbation equa-
tions (32) into a system of equations analogous to n oupled, damped harmoni osillators
(δi) in the form
1
(−ci)
d2δi
dN2
+
(−ai)
(−ci)
dδi
dN
+
3
2
δi = F ≡ −
∑
j
ǫjbj + δjdj. (35)
If one identies N with time, then the osillator energy is a good measure of the deviation
of the traking elds from their shadowing ondition (bakground) values. Thus there are n
osillators δi, eah of whih an be exited in 2n possible modes. Note that due to its form,
equation (35) is not in general derivable from a onservative Lagrangian. In partiular, note
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that the oeients of the terms in F proportional to δj do not in general form a symmetri
matrix (and those proportional to ǫj an antisymmetri matrix), as would be neessary for
F to be derivable from an interation potential of the form
F 6= d
dN
∂V
∂δ˙i
− ∂V
∂δi
, V ≡∑
j,k
C(jk)δjδk +B[jk]δj δ˙k
Thus the equations of motion do not onserve 'energy' - that is, the perturbation amplitudes
may deay or grow. However, by examining the impliations of equation (35), one an
determine what will happen - and thereby determine the stability of the system.
To do this, we shall employ the ansatz δi =
∑
l Aile
βlN
and then solve mode-by-mode to
obtain
Ail
(−ci)
[
β2l − aiβl −
3
2
ci
]
= Fl ≡
∑
j
Ajl
(−cj) [djcj + bjβl] . (36)
Beause the right-hand side is independent of i, we an immediately determine the relative
amplitudes for mode l of osillators i and k:
Ail
(−ci)
[
β2l − aiβl −
3
2
ci
]
= Fl =
Akl
(−ck)
[
β2l − akβl −
3
2
ck
]
i 6= k (37)
We begin by examining the deoupled system (F → 0). For the ase of models with n
salar elds, there are 2n eigenvalues β0±l , given by
β0±l =
1
2
(
al ±
√
a2l + 6cl
)
. (38)
From Eq. (37) it is lear that for the δi osillator only the modes with frequenies β
0±
i are
present. The zeroth order stability ondition is the requirement that Re
[
β0±i
]
< 0. Using
(38), this an be seen to be satised if and only if both ai < 0 and ci < 0. Solving these
inequalities yields the following requirements for stability of unoupled traking
ki
3
< γ, 2Γi − 1 >
2
(
γ− ki
3
)
2+γ−2ki
3
> 0. (39)
Of ourse, for the zeroth order stability onditions to be relevant, we need
∑
j Ωφj (Γj − 1)≪
1 and
∑
j Ωφj ≪ 1. Note that for ki = 0, the stability ondition beomes 2Γi − 1 > 2γ2+γ
or γφi <
2+γ
2
, whih for γ ≈ γBG agrees with that previously obtained in [11℄ for the ase
of a single traking eld. This is not surprising, as in the deoupled limit of
∑
j Ωφj ≪ 1
eah eld an be treated individually. This lower limit on 2Γi − 1 varies between 1 and 12 ,
where Γi = 1 is allowed unless γ = 2 and Γi < 1 orresponds to a diminishing traking eld
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(dΩφi
dN
< 0). For φi to be a useful quintessene eld, that is to have
dΩφi
dN
> 0 (Γi > 1), the
ondition (39) is automatially satised. For ki > 0 and Γi > 1 traking is still stable, and
the lower limit on 2Γi − 1 beomes smaller, taking a value loser to 12 . One an understand
this intuitively as follows: ki > 0 is another hannel for the deay of (potential) energy in the
eld. Thus as less energy goes into kineti energy, λi hanges less rapidly, and the system is
more able to maintain the ri = 1 ondition.
We now onsider the eet of the oupling between the modes given by F 6= 0 in Eq. (36).
The oupling auses the mixing of the modes, but diagonalizing the oupled system, as
we have seen, is not pratial. This is not neessary, however, as by examining the un-
diagonalized system we an draw the important onlusion that the shadowing ondition is
stable until
∑
k Ωφk → 1. From Eq. (37) it is lear that for eah osillator δi, the modes
with frequenies β±i are dominant for F ≪ 1, but there are now also 2 (n− 1) other modes
present, with the frequenies of the other osillators. The amplitudes of these other modes
are suppressed by a fator of order
∑
k Ωφk (unless β
0±
i ≃ β0±j , in whih ase Aii ∼ Ajj).
One an see from Eq. (36) that the diagonal mode Aii an be treated as an osillator, but
with a shifted mass2. We identify the zeroth order mode's mass2 with the 3
2
(−ci) > 0 term
in Eq. (36). The eet of the interations is then to provide a mass2 shift of
∆m2ii =
∑
j
β2i − aiβi − 32ci
β2i − ajβi − 32cj
(−djcj − bjβi) . (40)
The ondition for stability then beomes the requirement that the shifted mass not ause
the mode to beome growing, whih implies Re [βi] < 0. If ∆m
2
ii was real, then this would
be the ondition that the shifted mass2 must be positive
m2totii ≡
3
2
(−ci) + ∆m2ii > 0. (41)
However, in general ∆m2ii is omplex sine βj are omplex. The stability ondition then
beomes
Re
[
m2totii
]
− 1
2
Im
[
m2totii
]2
> 0. (42)
This onsideration does not signiantly alter the story - that there is a stability radius of
order unity around m2ii =
3
2
(−ci) in the omplex plane. Thus in this way one an see that
the system is guaranteed to be stable for any parameter values that ensure the inequality
|∆m2ii| < m2ii to be roughly satised.
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Thus far we have been onsidering the diagonal elements of a mass matrix. We now
onsider the o-diagonal elements whih orrespond to the o-diagonal modes, whose am-
plitudes are ontrolled by Eq. (37). Until
∑
k Ωφk ∼ 1, these o-diagonal mode amplitudes
an not beome of the same order of the diagonal mode amplitudes, and therefore Eq. (42)
remains satised. We have seen that for
∑
j Ωφj < 1 the diagonal mode amplitudes do not
grow, and the o-diagonal mode amplitudes are suppressed relative to these by a fator of
order
∑
k Ωφk. The impliation is that the shadowing onditions (18) and (21) will be stable
so long as
∑
j Ωφj < 1.
The question remains as to what happens if some elds in the model are not trakers, and
therefore do not satisfy the onditions (18) and (21)? These elds must then be exluded
from the set of perturbations {δi, ǫi} and therefore do not ontribute to ∆γ. Beause they
do not obey the traking onditions, little an be said about suh elds in general. They
do, however, ontribute to γBG. If their Ω is large enough suh that they an ause an
appreiable variation of γ, they will ause a deviation from the shadowing onditions as
noted above for the residual terms (31).
B. Summary of stability onditions
We have shown that traking with the ri = 1 ondition is possible for nearly onstant γ.
The onstany of γ is the key to losing the zeroth order traking equations, and therefore
it is not surprising that a onstant γ is the key to the stability of the shadowing points, and
that many of the stability onditions an ultimately be traed bak to it. We note that even
though in priniple other forms of traking may be possible under other onditions, the type
of traking onsidered here is that whih has been ommonly onsidered in the literature.
Note the near onstany of γ in turn requires nearly onstant Γi together with∑
iΩφi (Γi − 1) ≪ 1 and
∑
iΩφi < 1. We have seen that the perturbations ǫi and δi will
deay until they are of order
d ln(2Γi−1)
dκφi
,
∑
j Ωφj (Γj − 1) or dγdN ; resulting in the ri = 1 shad-
owing point to be shifted by small amount of the order of these terms. The system is more
stable in the small Ωφi limit, sine as
∑
j Ωφj (Γj − 1) or
∑
j Ωφj approah unity, this in gen-
eral auses γ to vary rapidly, thus making the ri = 1 ondition to fail and the traking to
ease. The weakly oupled ase is analogous to n individual traking elds, and thus it is
not surprising that the onstraints in the limit of ki → 0 reprodue those given in [11℄, for
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the single eld ase. Furthermore, in this limit γ ≈ γBG, and the stability of the shadowing
ondition for the eld φi, given by (18) and (21) require
ki
3
< γ, 2Γi − 1 >
2
(
γ− ki
3
)
2+γ−2ki
3
> 0. (43)
If the stability onditions are not met for the eld φi, then learly it will not trak. However,
the instability is irrelevant if Γi < 1. This is beause for Γi < 1, the Ωφi dereases with
expansion (as γ̂φi > γ) and the eld φi will eetively beome irrelevant as Ωφi → 0. Thus
in this ase the traking of the other elds will not be eeted by the failure of the eld φi to
trak. On the other hand, if Γi > 1, or if Γi = 1 and Ωφi is of order 1, then the instability in
the eld φi will ultimately ruin traking for all elds, as it will ause γ to vary rapidly, and
ri = 1 an no longer be maintained in general for any of the other elds. Finally, we have
seen that the presene of non-traking elds will harm traking if and only if they ause γ
to vary rapidly.
We note that our stability analysis was limited to the violation of the shadowing ondi-
tions given by (18) and (21). A onern that we have not addressed is the possibility that
the homogeneous distribution of the salar eld may be unstable to formation of spatial
inhomogeneities - the so alled 'Q-balls' [18℄. This is an important issue that we hope to
return to in future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have argued that for traking quintessene to truly solve the ne-tuning problem,
the traking phenomena must be robust in the more ompliated and omplete osmologial
senarios that derive from high energy physis. Suh senarios typially inlude multiple
salar elds (some of whih may not have potentials suitable for traking), a Hubble law
at high energies dierent from that of the FLRW model, and salar eld potentials that
depend expliitly on the sale fator. Traking would be of limited use as a solution to the
ne-tuning problem if it were easily ruined by suh eets.
In models with n salar elds, we have found that ri = 1 traking requires a nearly
onstant γ. If any one of the traking elds develops a large enough Ωφi (Γi − 1), or if∑
j Ωφj → 1 then in general γ will vary rapidly, ausing the traking to fail for all elds.
Also, if any of the non-traking elds beome a signiant portion of the total energy density
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then they an potentially ause γ to vary rapidly. In general, therefore, ri = 1 traking
requires Γi to be nearly onstant for the eld φi to trak, as well as Ωφi (Γi − 1)≪ 1 for all
elds, and for
∑
j Ωφj not to approah 1.
In models with a modied expansion rate (suh as those inluding the brane orretions
or hanges in the strength of gravity), we have found the attrator-type solutions an still
exist, but their instantaneous nature is determined by the eetive logarithmi slope λ˜i.
When suh a orretion is present, the qualitative nature of the attrator an be understood
from the value of λ˜i. However, the answer to the question of whether a given modiation
to the expansion rate helps or harms the robustness of traking depends on the details
of osmologial senario in question - but given the neessary details, the eet an be
determined by analyzing the attrators resulting from Eq. (4).
In models with temperature dependent potentials (ki > 0), we have found that this de-
pendene an make traking more robust. Roughly speaking, ki > 0 'throttles' quintessene
- slowing the rate of inrease of Ωφi, thus making elds with larger Γi less harmful to both
traking stability, and to osmologial senarios. On the other hand, very large values of ki
spoil traking for eld φi. If Γi > 1, a value of 0 < ki < 3γ keeps (γ − γ̂φi) small, and slows
the inrease of Ωφi, making traking of the entire system more stable. For ki ≥ 3γ the eld
φi will fail to trak, though it beomes an irrelevant eld and traking of the other elds is
not harmed.
In onlusion, we have found that the onditions for robustness of traking beomes
more omplex in the more general settings that derive from high energy physis. Traking
an beome more fragile with respet to some suh added omplexities to the model, as
there are more onstraints to be satised. This an for example be seen from the above
analysis of stability in presene of multiple salar elds. Other additions, suh as temperature
dependent potentials, on the other hand may make traking more robust. Interestingly
though, most of the ases where traking is disrupted are those in whih the osmologial
model is itself non-viable due to other onstraints. For example, although traking is less
robust for larger
∑
j Ωφj , this would generally make the model non-viable due to onstraints
suh as nuleosynthesis and struture formation. Thus traking seems to fair well in these
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general settings, one we onne ourselves to viable osmologial models.
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